Agenda ISB Panther Gymnastics committee meeting
Date: 06.11.2014
Present: Angela, Farung, Candi, Charlotte, Lydia, Sibyl
Committee report since last meeting
- Parent/club relations (Charlotte)
The club, school and CAO has dealt with an incident of bullying and issued warnings to the children
involved.
- Status on Fobisia and SACAC (Sibyl, Sherry, Charlotte)
Fobisia: Rooster has been sent, payment is awaiting transfer information, Sibyl is finalizing the
transportation. Farung and Sherry will cover club presence on Saturday 15th and Charlotte will cover
on Sunday 16th. Andy will give pre-meet pep talk during next week.
SACAC: Rooster and payments have been sent, club photo and logo sent, parents are arranging
tickets and hotel room, Sherry is waiting for final amount on club flight to arrange transport
to/from hotel. The club will suggest dinner on Friday Dec 5th at Italian restaurant and Andy will give
a pre-meet pep talk. The club will recommend a night safari on Saturday evening, voluntary.
Waiting for final numbers to organize transportation, activities are paid privately.
Coaches report since last meeting (Farung, Andy)
The coaches’ situation is OK at the moment, they focus on work. They feel that the hours are long we will make sure they know how much they will be paid to ensure that is not the issue. Also, we
will make sure that they rotate in the beginning of each session to allow for a snack break during
the warm up where not all coaches are needed at one time. We will check if a fridge is a solution so
they can keep snacks nearby and make sure it will be ok in terms of usage of electricity.
Finances (Farung)
- Status on finances
Balance sheet will be posted on website and CAO. Farung recommends careful consideration of
expenses due to increase in entry fees at external meets, which have been covered by the club so
far. We may consider having parents cover all or half of the entry fees. Entry fee for ISB Black and
Gold last year was 300 THB so our 2015 meet may have a higher entry fee to cover own expenses.
Discussions and Decisions to be made:
- Schedule and pricing for term 2 (Charlotte, Farung)
Final input from coaches may involve slight changes, but otherwise the schedule will be the same as
this term. Pricing will be the same (230 thb/hr.) and re-assessed in June after 1 year at this level.
- MS Olympics
is progressing, theme is Canadian Ranger, perhaps a little too much dance but Angela will reassess
next week with coach Mew. Hats are bought; red t-shirts will be purchased by the club.
- Team building activities (Charlotte)
On the agenda for next meeting to discuss the goal and how to achieve the goal. For now, we will
increase pre-meet pep talks and give out a club t-shirt for all gymnasts at the end of term together
with the level report card that coach Tao is working on. Charlotte will put up photos from last meet
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on the poster board in front of CAO and along the pool wall. Charlotte will request permission for
gymnasts to wear club t-shirt on the day before a meet.
Christmas party (Charlotte)
There is not time to arrange a good party, given the restraints on the gym and activities. We will
give a club t-shirt to all gymnasts along with their level report card during the last week of school in
December. Instead, we will arrange an ice cream party outside the gym on the day before ISB Black
and Gold meet.
Winter camp
Candi will organize, Angela, Charlotte and Farung will be here during the week of the camp to help
out. We will aim for January 5-9, 2015 (pending permission from ISB, Charlotte), 3 hours from 9-12
AM, the price will be 230 per hour rounded off to a round number, options are M;W;F or T,T or
M,T,W,T,F. Only ISB families are allowed. Candi will send email to Charlotte to send to families, and
check in Thriva, ISB eNews announcement and payment due by December 17th.
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